Lightweight. Versatile. Modular. The Nomad-30 exists for the everyday user. Designed to go everywhere you go, mounted on whichever rifle suits your job for the day.

Weighing in at just 14 ounces you’ll hardly know it’s there. Featuring an improved high-efficiency muzzle design, you’ll appreciate industry-leading sound reduction at the muzzle and minimal first-round-pop.

Don’t let the lightweight fool you. It will enjoy long walks in the woods, but will also handle every bit of that rigorous training course.

NOMAD-30

The Nomad-30 will accept the Key-Mo quick attach mount and is compatible with Sandman front caps and the brand new E-Brake.

RATING: Multi - Up to .300 Win Mag
LENGTH: 6.5”
DIAMETER: 1.735”
WEIGHT: 14 oz
THREAD PITCH: 5/8x24" (included)
AVAILABLE INSERTS: 5/8x24, 1/2x28"
MATERIALS: 17-4 PH Stainless, Grade 5 Titanium
Built for fighting, not hiding. You always have a rifle within arm’s reach. Turn the sound down on your EDC rifle with the Sandman-K. It brings the same versatility and durability as the rest of our Sandman series, but in an even more agile package. Weighing in at just 12.8 ounces and adding only .9 inches to your rifle, the Sandman-K was born from the spirit of fighting rifle needs around the globe.

**RATING:**
- Multi: Up to .300 Win Mag

**LENGTH:**
- 5.4”

**DIAMETER:**
- 1.5”

**WEIGHT:**
- 12.8 oz

**MOUNT:**
- 5/8x24” Key Brake (included)

**AVAILABLE MOUNTS:**
- See page 26

**MATERIALS:**
- Stellite® 17-4 PH Stainless
Quiet, fast, and tough. The Sandman-S is built to go to hell and back. Featuring our industry-leading Keymount system, the Sandman-S is rock-solid. No wobble, no seizing, no affected performance; just easy on, easy off. A fine balance between sound reduction and minimal back pressure, there’s no wonder the Sandman-S is our best selling silencer.
The Sandman-L is for those that don’t want to sacrifice performance. The quietest 7.62 silenced on the market, it features solid welded Stellite baffles and the best mount in the industry. It’s right at home on anything from short barreled rifles to bolt guns.

**ABSOLUTE PERFORMANCE**

RATING: Multi - Up to .300 Win Mag

**LENGTH:** 8.9"  
**DIAMETER:** 1.5"  
**WEIGHT:** 21.8 oz  
**MOUNT:** 5/8x24" Key Brake (included)  
**AVAILABLE MOUNTS:** See page 26  
**MATERIALS:** Stellite®, 17-4 PH Stainless
Looking for ultimate silence from your precision rifle? The Sandman Ti is your huckleberry. With its direct thread attachment and titanium tube it’s the perfect fit for your precision rifle, or even for dedicated use under your AR pattern rifle forend. In other words, it can be as versatile as your collection.

SUPREME SILENCE, OPTIMUM ACCURACY.

RATING: ........................................ Multi - Up to .300 Win Mag
LENGTH: ........................................ 8.2”
DIAMETER: ...................................... 1.5”
WEIGHT: ......................................... 16.8 oz
MOUNT: .......................................... 5/8x24” Direct Thread
MATERIALS: .................................... 17-4 PH Stainless, Grade 9 Titanium, Stellite®
If you have an AKM, you need a Wolverine. Built for the masses of AK’s that exist, we’ve taken into account all variances but the worst of builds, accomplishing what everyone said couldn’t be done.

The Wolverine is direct-thread, but its secret for heavy-duty use is in the collar that locks into your front sight pin. Just mount it and shoot it. With the huge selection of thread inserts available, you won’t have to dedicate it to your AK variant either. The Wolverine has those classic Combloc looks while delivering a low back pressure shooting experience.

**WOLVERINE**

**TOUGHER THAN THE RIFLES IT WAS MADE FOR**
Fully modular based on your mission or mood, the Odessa-9 can be shot in 11 configurations. With just four baffles you’ll be close to, or below, hearing safe levels. By stacking on the full 11 baffles, we’ve hovered just shy of 122dB using quality subsonic ammunition. Plus, there’s no need for suppressor height sights. Its small 1.1” tube allows most stock handgun sights to be used while not being obscured by the silencer.

With the smaller tube and this much modularity, your suppressed handgun life just got easier.

The Odessa-9 is compatible with legacy pistons such as those from Silencerco and Rugged Suppressors.

**RATING:** .9mm

**LENGTH:** 8.59” w/piston, 8.50” w/out

**DIAMETER:** 1.1”

**WEIGHT:** 10.6 oz w/piston & spring, 8.75 w/out

**MOUNT:** 1/2x28

**AVAILABLE MOUNTS:** See page 26

**MATERIALS:** 17-4 PH Stainless
If you’re in the subgun game, it’s time to step it up. The Wolf-9SD is what you’ve been missing. Tough as hell, new technology, and old school style. Extreme silence is epitomized in the long configuration, or unscrew the removable front module and embrace the thrill of making your subgun more compact.

OLD SCHOOL STYLE,
NEW SCHOOL 
TECHNOLOGY.

The Wolf-9SD features a removable front module for full length and compact configuration, and is compatible with Ghost and Pyro Pistol Comp accessories.

RATING: .................. 9mm, 300BLK (Super)
LENGTH: .................. 4.7” / 7.58”
DIAMETER: ............... 1.618”
WEIGHT: ................. 7.5 oz / 14.7 oz*
AVAILABLE MOUNTS: See page 26
MATERIALS: .............. 17-4 PH Stainless
Pure performance, plain and simple: The Mask-HD truly sets the bar for others. Sound reduction isn’t the only thing you’ll love about the Mask-HD. It comes apart easier than any other .22 silencer on the market thanks to the baffle stand-offs, even when extremely dirty.
ACCESSORIES

MASK HD
- P22 Adapter DA409
- Sig Mosquito Adapter DA410
- GSG Adapter DA420
- FM 5.7 Adapter DA422
- MKP Compact Adapter DA425
- 1/2-28 Spacer DA426
- Thread Protector DA424
- Mask Sock Sock MASK-SOCK

ODESSA 9
- Piston 1/2-28 DA440
- Piston M13.5x1 LH DA440
- Fixed Mount 1/2-28 DD111

NOMAD 30
- Insert 1/2-28 Ti KA508
- Insert 5/8-24 Ti KA509
- Insert 9/16-24 LH Ti KA507
- Insert 9/16-24 RH Ti KA508
- Insert 3/4-24 Ti KA509
- Insert M14x1 LH Ti KA505
- Insert M14x1 RH Ti KA504
- Insert M16x1.5 LH Ti KA506
- E-Brake KA080
- Hook Spanner KA090

WOLF/GHOST
- Front Cap 45 Flat GR041
- Front Cap 9mm DA438
- Piston 1/2-28 DA440
- Piston M13.5x1 LH DA440
- Piston 9/16-24 DA405
- Piston M14x1 LH DA404
- Piston M15x1 LH DA406
- Piston M18x1 RH DA405
- 5 Lug DA408
- Fixed Barel Spacer DA409
- Fixed Mount 1/2-28 DA410
- Fixed Mount 1/2-36 DA411
- Fixed Mount 5/8-24 DA412
- Fixed Mount M14 LH DA435
- Fixed Mount M15x1 LH DA436
- Fixed Mount M16x1 RH DA440
- Fixed Mount M18x1 RH DA441
- Fixed Mount M21x1 RH DA442

WOLVERINE PBS-1
- Insert 14mm LH DA206
- Insert 24mm RH DA209
- Insert 26mm LH DA202
- Insert 15mm RH DA205
- Insert 14mm RL DA204
- Insert 1/2-28 DA205
- Insert 5/8-24 DA206
- Insert 14mm RH DA207
- Insert 14mm RH LONG DA209
- Insert 14x1mm RH LONG DA209

SANDMAN PYRO NOMAD
- Front Cap Tool DA205
- Front Cap 7.62 DA204
- Front Cap 5.56 DA203
- Flash Hider Front Cap 6.5mm DA205
- Flash Hider Front Cap 7.62 DA206

MUZZLE DEVICES
- Key Mount Muzzle Brake 1/2-28 DA411
- Key Mount Muzzle Brake M8x1 LH DA412
- Key Mount Muzzle Brake M8x1 RH DA412
- Key Mount Muzzle Brake M13x1 LH DA413
- Key Mount Muzzle Brake M13x1 RH DA413
- Key Mount Flash Hider 1/2-28 DA418
- Key Mount Flash Hider M8x1 LH DA415
- Key Mount Flash Hider M8x1 RH DA415
- Key Mount Flash Hider M13x1 LH AUG DA418
- Key Mount Flash Hider M13x1 RH AUG DA418

ACCESSORIES

SWITCH SIGHTS
- Fits all Glock SWCH-GLOCK